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Abstract: In the era of digital communication and social networking, the authenticity and integrity 

of personal social network profiles have become crucial for establishing trust and ensuring secure 

interactions. Existing methods often suffer from vulnerabilities like password theft, identity imper-

sonation, and data breaches. To overcome these challenges, the paper introduces a new steganogra-

phy method as a robust solution, leveraging the concept of hiding information within seemingly 

innocent digital cover image. The proposed methodology involves imperceptible authentication 

and embedding profile information within a profile image or any other uploaded pictures in pro-

file’s timeline. This scheme is developed using shell matrix and absolute moment block-truncation-

coding (AMBTC) compression. Shell matrix is used for concealing the private information and 

AMBTC compression is applied to compress large data files into smaller ones, which can speed up 

network transmission of compressed code. By exploiting the redundancy in image data, the authen-

tication data is embedded in a manner that is indistinguishable to human observers. To estimate the 

effectiveness of the proposed approach, wide experiments were conducted using real-world social 

network profiles. The results demonstrate the ability of the proposed technique to successfully em-

bed and extract authentication data while maintaining the profile photo’s visual appearance.  

Keywords: Shell Matrix; Covert Communication; AMBTC Compression; Multimedia Security; So-

cial Media Security   

 

1. Introduction  

Securing social media profile is the practice of examining live multimedia data to 

protect contrary to threats and security breaches. The risks specific to each sector vary, 

and the same applies to social media. These perils can consist preventing intended phish-

ing attacks, protecting business profiles from unauthorized access, fighting fraud, or 

avoiding social engineering scams like profile mimicry. Security of multimedia data over 

social media is essential for modern business or personal success. We can post certain 

publicly accessible material on all social media networks. Without your consent, others 

might treat you as a public entity. Depending on the privacy settings, approved contacts 

may copy and repost content, including images or personal information, without the us-

er's permission. The security of the information that has been published on a profile may 

not always be guaranteed by social networks, even when posts are ostensibly private.      

Steganography is a method for maintaining security of multimedia data by conceal-

ing sensitive information in a cover file [1-3]. In 2014, first image steganography technique 

depend upon turtle-shell was suggested with 1.5 bpp of EC [4]. In 2015, [5] introduced the 

octagon-shell matrix oriented information hiding system with 2.0 bpp of EC. In 2017, a 

hiding technique was suggested where in order to conceal a secret number in a X-ary 
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notational system, the values of the pair of pixels in the original image are altered in ac-

cordance with instructions provided by the turtle shell. [6]. With reversibility and higher 

payload, another shell matrix-based work for concealing information in dual pictures was 

suggested in 2021 [7]. In 2022, Mukherjee et. al. suggested a novel steganography method 

depend up on a multi-layered shell matrix that can insert 6 bits within each pair of pixels 

results in 3.0 bpp of hiding capability and an average PSNR value of 48.40 dB. [8]. In [9], 

the suggested technique works by determining the reference set for each pair of pixels in 

the octagon matrix for inserting a private digit. The cover pixel pair can then be updated 

using the corresponding set with minor distortion. Being a less computationally intensive 

method, the human visual system can be avoided. In recent years, research works on in-

formation security has been carried out on DNA-based data hiding schemes [10, 11]. DNA 

sequencing is the process of determining the nucleic acid sequence, or the arrangement of 

nucleotides in DNA. The sequence is composed of the four nucleotide bases cytosine, ad-

enine, thymine and guanine. The biological information that cells use to advancement and 

function is arranged in the base arrangement. In today's fast-paced digital world, social 

network website performance and user experience are key factors that can make or break 

a business. A slow-loading social network website can result in a high bounce rate, which 

means losing potential profiles. This is where image compression comes in, AMBTC im-

age compression is the process of reducing the file size of an image without significantly 

impacting its quality [12, 13]. By compressing images, the overall size of an image as well 

as social network web page can be diminished, it leads to quicker loading times and im-

proved customer experience.   

In this paper, we have proposed a multimedia security system with compressed im-

age steganography technique for securing social network profile and covert communica-

tion over social network platforms like Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn etc. By using our 

proposed technique, we can hide profile details within a profile picture or any uploaded 

picture in social media for profile authentication. One can establish a covert communica-

tion through image chat in any social media platform. By the proposed method, a social 

media company can achieve multimedia data security, e.g., Facebook, Instagram, 

LinkedIn etc. can easily identify from which profile a particular picture was uploaded for 

the first time. This article is arranged as: In section 2, proposed embedding as well as ex-

traction procedures are described and experimental outcomes are illustrated in section 3. 

Conclusion is specified in section 4.  

  

2. Proposed Work 

In social networks, people generally use colour photos that is the reason we have 

proposed our steganography technique for RGB colour images. In our steganographic ap-

proach, we first compress the image using AMBTC strategy and then hide the secret in-

formation within the compressed cover image to get the stego compressed image (see Fig-

ure 1). We have applied a DNA encoding rule like C → 00, T → 11, G → 10 and A→ 01 to 

get an equivalent bitstream or vice versa. For enhancing the security of our approach, we 

have selected a publicly available DNA sequence as a reference DNA (Rd). Moreover, we 

obtain an encrypted DNA sequence by performing a XOR operation between Rd and the 

DNA encoded secret information. One of the rules of DNA sequence XOR operation is: 

A⊕A=A, G⊕C=T, G⊕G=A, C⊕A=C, T⊕G=C, G⊕A=G, A⊕T=T, C⊕C=A, C⊕T=G, 

T⊕T=A.    

2.1. Embedding Procedure  

Step 1: Input a M × N colour image, a reference DNA (Rd) and secret information.  

Step 2: Generate the RGB channels of the image. Convert the secret information into 

a bitstream Bs.  

Step 3: Select a channel and divide it into 4 × 4 blocks.  
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Step 4: For each block calculate the mean by Equation (1)  

𝑅 =  
1

16
 ∑ ∑ 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧)4

𝑧=1
4
𝑦=1                                               (1) 

Step 5: Divide the elements into two subgroups i.e., sg1 and sg2, according to Equation 

(2).  

𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧) =  {
𝑠𝑔1  𝑖𝑓 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧) < 𝑅
𝑠𝑔2  𝑖𝑓 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧) ≥ 𝑅

                                      (2)                                

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Embedding   

 

Step 6: Find two quantization by Equation (3) and Equation (4)    

𝐿 =  
1

𝑛(𝑠𝑔1)
 ∑ ∑ 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧)4

𝑧=1
4
𝑦=1          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧) ∈  𝑠𝑔1                  (3)         

𝐻 =  
1

𝑛(𝑠𝑔2)
 ∑ ∑ 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧)4

𝑧=1
4
𝑦=1          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑟(𝑦, 𝑧) ∈  𝑠𝑔2                  (4)         

Where, n(sg1) as well as n(sg2) are the number of elements in sg1 and sg2, respectively.  

Step 7: Now replace all the elements of sg1 by L and sg2 by H. This will generate the 

compressed block.   

Step 8: Select the next block and apply step 4 to step 7 to get the compressed block. 

Do this until all the blocks of the current channel are compressed.  

Step 9: By following step 3 to step 8, compress all the channels and generate the com-

pressed image.  

Step 10: Generate the DNA sequence (Sd) of Bs using DNA encoding rule. Perform 

XOR operation among the nucleotides of Sd and Rd and generate the encrypted DNA se-

quence Ed. Generate the bitstream from Ed using same encoding rule. Split this bitstream 

into groups of 4 bits. Construct a sequence of 16-ary digits from the 4-bit groups.  

Step 11: Construct the octagon shell matrix Sm of size 256 × 256 by: (1) select a starting 

digit for the (0,0) coordinate within the range from 0 to 15, (2) based on the starting digit, 

generate all the values of Sm by a value difference 1 for same row as well as 4 and 5 for 

same column alternatively within the range from 0 to 15.  

Step 12: Select a RGB channel and divide it into a non-overlapping pixel-pairs 
(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1), where 𝑥 ∈ {1, 3,…,M × N − 1}.  

Step 13: Select a secret digit ds and a pixel pair (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) of the original colour chan-

nel where ds is to be hidden. Then hide ds within (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) by the following rules and get 

the stego pixel pair (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ):   

Rule A: If the digit at (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) in Sm i.e., Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) equals to ds then (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) is 

itself the sego-pixel pair of the original pair (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) i.e., (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ )= (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1).     
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Rule B: If Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) ≠ ds, then find a pixel pair (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) as the stego pixel pair in 

Sm by the following cases:  

   Case A: If Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) is situated inside a shell, then find the closest pixel pair 

(𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) from (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1)  within that shell where Sm(𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) = ds. Replace (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) by 

the stego pixel pair (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ).    

   Case B: If Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) does not situated inside a shell, then follow the subcases:  

       Subcase A: If Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) is situated on either the last or first column or first 

or last row the of Sm, then reference set Rs is calculated by a 5 × 5 block which involves 

Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) at the middle of that last or first column or first or last row of that square (see 

yellow square in Figure 2). Now, find the shorted distanced Sm(𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) from Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) 

in Rs, where Sm(𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ )=ds. Replace (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) by the stego pixel pair (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ).     

       Subcase B: If Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) does not comes under subcase A, then reference set 

Rs is calculated by a 5 × 5 block where Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) is situated at the centre of the block (see 

green square in Figure 2). Now, find the shorted distanced Sm(𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) from Sm(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) 

in Rs, where Sm(𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) = ds. Replace (𝑓𝑥, 𝑓x+1) by the stego pixel pair (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ).    

Step 14: Hide all the secret digits by repeating step 13 and generate the stego colour 

channel.   

Step 15: Follow step 12 to 14 to hide all the secret digits within all three RGB channels 

and generate the stego colour image.     

2.2. Extraction Procedure  

Obtain three RGB channels from the stego compressed image and split each channel 

into non-overlapping pixel-pairs (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ), where 𝑥 ∈ {1, 3,…,M × N − 1}. Construct the Sm 

by using the same construction rules used in the hiding method. For every channel, select 

each pixel pair (𝑓𝑥
′, 𝑓𝑥+1

′ ) and by mapping it to the Sm find the hidden 16-ary secret digit. 

Repeat this mapping for all the pixel pairs of each channel and obtain the secret digit 

stream. Convert this 16-ary digit into bitstream. Convert this bitstream into DNA se-

quence (Kd) using same encoding rule which was used during data embedding. Apply 

XOR operation between Rd and Kd using the same rule applied in embedding phase and 

obtain the new DNA sequence (Nd). Convert this Nd into bitstream using same encoding 

rule. Obtain the original message from this bitstream.   

  

  
Figure 2. Example of proposed shell matrix  

 

Considering Figure 2, assume that we need to hide the secret digits 6, 12, and 8 within 

the pixel pairs (7, 0), (3, 9) and (8, 10), then according to Subcase A, Subcase B, and Case A, 

the stego pixel pairs will be (5,0), (4,10), and (7,9).  
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3. Experimental Results  

Test photos from the USC-SIPI are utilized for various experiments in this research 

[14]. The pictures with 256 × 256 size: (a) Tree, (b) Baboon, (c) Airplane, (d) Peppers. The 

stego-image quality evaluation parameter PSNR [17, 19] is used to evaluate the proposed 

method performance with different embedding rate (ER). In our experiments, reference 

DNA sequences are taken from [15, 16] etc. [18]. In Table 1, the metrics payload in bits, 

PSNR in dB and EC in bpp for different images are presented. We have obtained maxi-

mum EC of 2.00 bpp. In Table 2, highest EC comparisons with other recent and existing 

methods [10, 11], [12](for TH=30) and [13] (for dth = 16) are displayed. It is clear that our 

approach has obtained much higher capacity than [10-13] (see Figure 3).  

  
Table 1. Outcomes of proposed work.  

Image Payload (bits) PSNR (dB) EC (bpp) 

Tree  65536 34.44 1.00 

131072  29.52 2.00 

Baboon 65536 34.94 1.00 

131072 29.67 2.00 

Airplane 65536 34.19 1.00 

131072 29.54 2.00 

Peppers  65536  34.65 1.00 

131072 29.81 2.00  

 

 
Table 2. Comparisons with other works (in bpp).  

Works Tree Baboon Airplane Peppers  

Horng [13] between 0.80 to 1.28  0.80 1.19 1.24 

Firas [10] 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69  

Subhadip [11] 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78  

Chin [12] between 0.88 to 1.22  0.88 1.17 1.22 

Proposed  2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

  

 
Figure 3. EC Comparison (in bpp) with other methods.   
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Approximately 163 million DNA sequences are accessible to the general public. Prob-

ability of predicting reference DNA sequence is  
1

1.63×108 . The number of the binary cod-

ing rules is 4! =24 and number of XOR combinations is 28m, where m is the size of the 

message.  Therefore, the final cracking probability of DNA encryption = 
1

28𝑚  ×  
1

24
 ×

 
1

1.63×108 .  

 

4. Conclusion 

In all seriousness, social media is such an important part of how we communicate 

and engage with each other online, and we all need to approach it with more caution. It 

involves sharing information, exchanging feedback, creating content, etc. In this article, a 

multimedia security method is designed using image steganography. Here the AMBTC 

image compression is applied for faster covert communication over social media. This 

image steganography approach has achieved 2.00 bpp of EC with 
1

28𝑚  ×  
1

24
 ×  

1

1.63×108   

DNA encryption cracking probability. By using our proposed technique, we can hide pro-

file details within a profile picture or any uploaded picture for authentication. A social 

media company can easily identify from which profile a picture was uploaded for the first 

time. One can establish a covert communication through image chat in any social media 

platform.  
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